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2Internet
Web Servers
Application Servers
3☑️ Time to market☑️ Agility☑️ Provision of 
resources
4Adobe’s October 2013 data breach
• 38,000,000 customers affected
Twitter 2013 data breach
• 250,000 accounts hacked
• Usernames, email addresses and passwords
Yahoo 2014 data breach
• 500,000,000 accounts
• $35,000,000 fine for failing to disclose the data breach
• Verizon got a $350,000,000 “discount” when acquiring Yahoo
5YOU WILL BE 
HACKED…
But it’s unlikely the 
cloud provider will be 
the main responsible 
for it!
☑️ Time to market☑️ Agility☑️ Provision of 
resources☑️ Security
Security Investments – Major Providers
Amazon Web 
Services
IBM Cloud 
Microsoft Azure
Google Cloud 
6Privacy ☑️ Time to market☑️ Agility☑️ Provision of 
resources☑️ Security☑️ Privacy ???
7Now, why do I really like cloud?
8Clouds supporting science – Virtual Labs
9Clouds supporting science – Virtual Labs
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Clouds supporting science – The Cloud of Things
Why Is the Cloud of Things so important?
• Global GDP in 2025 est. $99.95 Trillion
• McKinsey Global 
Research
• 150 IoT Use Cases Globally
• 300 IoT applications
• Settings, not Industry
• Interoperability in the Cloud of Things: “situations in which two or more IoT systems must work together can account for about 40 percent of the total value that can be unlocked by the Internet of Things”
 “On average, interoperability is necessary 
to create 40 percent of the potential value 
that can be generated by the Internet of 
Things” – McKinsey Global Institute
1112/17/2018 Cloud of Things
Translation: Interoperability in the Cloud of Things                  
is worth about $2.88T. 
Per annum.
Clouds supporting science – The Cloud of Things
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Clouds supporting science – ResultsThe Cloud of Things
Turtlebots Integrated
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Simulators & Assessment of Cloud Capacity 
Monitoring of Network Latency
Clouds supporting science – The Cloud of Things
Results SO FAR
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Results
Clouds supporting science – The Cloud of Things
• Applied Science 
• Cloud Research
• Internet of Things & Robotics
• Cybersecurity 
• Privacy
• Direct Application to Industry
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Potential Contributions in Different Areas
Clouds supporting science – The Cloud of Things
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Next Steps
Clouds supporting science – The Cloud of Things
Things in the Cloud of 
Things:
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Monitoring Migratory Species
Remote ManagementManagement

